This document contains the parts list and weights for each size of Ohenry Traditional Pole tent.

OHENRY POLE TENT KIT

PARTS LIST AND WEIGHTS
20'x20' Ohenry Pole Tent!

20x20 Pole Tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 20x20 tent top, 8-side poles, 1-12' center pole, and 12-24" stakes Shipping weight = 230 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

20'x30' Ohenry Pole Tent!

20'x30' Pole Tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: tent top, 10-side poles, 2-12' center poles, and 14-24" stakes Shipping weight = 295 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

20'x40' Ohenry Pole Tent!

20x40 Pole Tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 20x40 Pole Tent top, 12-side poles, 2-12' center pole, and 16-30" stakes Shipping weight = 405 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

30'x30' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x30' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x30' pole tent top (2-sections), 16-side poles, 2-17' center poles, and 20-30" stakes. Shipping weight = 523 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

30'x50' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x50' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x50' pole tent top (3-sections), 20-side poles, 2-17' center pole, and 24-30" stakes Shipping weight = 724 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

30'x70' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x70' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x70' pole tent top (4-sections), 24-side poles, 3-17' center pole, and 28-30" stakes Shipping weight = 925 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

30'x90' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x90' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x90' pole tent top (5-sections), 28-side poles, 4-17' center pole, and 32-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1126 BS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.
30'x110' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x110' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x110' pole tent top (6-sections), 32-side poles, 5-17' center pole, and 36-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1206 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

30'x130' Ohenry Pole Tent!

30'x130' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 30'x130' pole tent top (7-sections), 36-side poles, 6-17' center pole, and 40-30" stakes Shipping weight = 11292 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40' x 40' Pole Tent!

40'40' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x40' pole tent top (2-sections), 16-side poles, 1-17' center pole, and 20-30" stakes Shipping weight = 619 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40' x 60' Pole Tent!

40'x60' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x60' pole tent top (3-sections), 20-side poles, 2-17' center pole, and 24-30" stakes Shipping weight = 837 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x80' Ohenry Pole Tent!

40'x80' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x80' pole tent top (4-sections), 24-side poles, 3-17' center pole, and 28-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1055 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40' x 100' Pole Tent!

40'x100' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x100' pole tent top (5-sections), 28-side poles, 4-17' center pole, and 32-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1273 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.
40'x120' Pole Tent!

40'x120' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x120' pole tent top (6-sections), 32-side poles, 3-17' center pole, and 36-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1541 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x140' Ohenery Pole Tent!

40'x140' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x140' pole tent top (7-sections), 36-side poles, 6-17' center pole, and 40-30" stakes Shipping weight = 2192 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x160' Ohenery Pole Tent!

40'x160' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x160' pole tent top (8-sections), 40-side poles, 7-17' center pole, and 44-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1977 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x180' Ohenery Pole Tent!

40'x180' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x180' pole tent top (9-sections), 44-side poles, 8-17' center pole, and 48-30" stakes Shipping weight = 2330 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x200' Ohenery Pole Tent!

40'x200' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x200' pole tent top (10-sections), 48-side poles, 9-17' center pole, and 52-30" stakes Shipping weight = 2413 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.

40'x220' Ohenery Pole Tent!

40'x220' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 40'x220' pole tent top (11-sections), 52-side poles, 10-17' center pole, and 56-30" stakes Shipping weight = 2575 LBS (excluding sidewalls) The tent listed is our STANDARD model. A WIND model is also available which is designed with more poles and stakes for windy conditions. Please call for details.
50'x50' Pole Tent

50'x50' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 50'x50' pole tent top (2-sections), 32-side poles, 1-18' center pole, and 36-30" stakes Shipping weight = 983 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

50'x80' Pole Tent

50'x80' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 50'x80' pole tent top (3-sections), 44-side poles, 2-18' center pole, and 48-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1420 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

50'x110' Pole Tent

50'x110' pole tent Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 50'x110' pole tent top (4-sections), 56-side poles, 3-18' center pole, and 60-30" stakes Shipping weight = 1711 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60'x60' Pole Tent

60'x60' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x60' pole tent top (2-sections), 40-side poles, 2-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, and 44-42" stakes Shipping weight = 1488 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60' x 90' Pole Tent

60'x90' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x90' pole tent top (3-sections), 52-side poles, 2-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 2-17' quarter poles and 44-42" stakes Shipping weight = 2125 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60' x 120' Pole Tent

60'x120' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x120' pole tent top (4-sections), 64-side poles, 3-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 4-17' quarter poles and 68-42" stakes Shipping weight = 2712 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60' x 150' Pole Tent

60'x150' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x150' pole tent top (5-sections), 76-side poles, 4-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 6-17' quarter poles and 80-42" stakes Shipping weight = 1384 LBS (excluding sidewalls)
60' x 180' Pole Tent!

60'x180' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x180' pole tent top (6-sections), 88-side poles, 5-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 8-17' quarter poles and 92-42" stakes Shipping weight = 3936 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60'x210' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x210' pole tent top (7-sections), 100-side poles, 6-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 10-17' quarter poles and 104-42" stakes Shipping weight = 4523 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60'x240' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x240' pole tent top (8-sections), 112-side poles, 7-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 12-17' quarter poles and 116-42" stakes Shipping weight = 5110 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60'x270' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x270' pole tent top (9-sections), 124-side poles, 8-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 14-17' quarter poles and 128-42" stakes Shipping weight = 5747 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

60'x300' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 60'x300' pole tent top (10-sections), 136-side poles, 9-21' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 16-17' quarter poles and 140-42" stakes Shipping weight = 6334 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x70' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x70' pole tent top (2-sections), 48-side poles, 1-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, and 52-42" stakes Shipping weight = 1897 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x100' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x100' pole tent top (3-sections), 60-side poles, 2-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 2-17' quarter poles and 64-42" stakes Shipping weight = 2670 LBS (excluding sidewalls)
70'x130' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x130' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x130' pole tent top (4-sections), 72-side poles, 3-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 4-17' quarter poles and 76-42" stakes Shipping weight = 3237 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x160' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x160' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x160' pole tent top (4-sections), 84-side poles, 3-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 8-17' quarter poles and 88-42" stakes Shipping weight = 3882 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x190' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x190' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x190' pole tent top (5-sections), 96-side poles, 4-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 6-17' quarter poles and 100-42" stakes Shipping weight = 4527 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x220' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x220' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x220' pole tent top (7-sections), 108-side poles, 6-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 10-17' quarter poles and 112-42" stakes Shipping weight = 5172 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x250' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x250' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x250' pole tent top (8-sections), 120-side poles, 7-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 12-17' quarter poles and 124-42" stakes Shipping weight = 5867 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

70'x280' Ohenry Pole Tent!

70'x280' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 70'x280' pole tent top (9-sections), 132-side poles, 8-24' center poles, 4-14' Quarter poles, 14-17' quarter poles and 136-42" stakes Shipping weight = 6512 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x80' Ohenry Pole Tent!

80'x80' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x80' pole tent top (2-sections), 56-side poles, 1-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 2-18' quarter poles and 60-42" stakes Shipping weight = 2355 LBS (excluding sidewalls)
80'x100' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x100' pole tent top (3-sections), 64-side poles, 2-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 4-18' quarter poles and 68-42" stakes Shipping weight = 2944 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x120' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x120' pole tent top (4-sections), 72-side poles, 3-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 6-18' quarter poles and 76-42" stakes Shipping weight = 3433 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x140' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x140' pole tent top (5-sections), 80-side poles, 4-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 8-18' quarter poles and 84-42" stakes Shipping weight = 4022 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x160' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x160' pole tent top (6-sections), 88-side poles, 5-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 10-18' quarter poles and 92-42" stakes Shipping weight = 4561 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x180' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x180' pole tent top (7-sections), 96-side poles, 6-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 12-18' quarter poles and 10-42" stakes Shipping weight = 5100 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x200' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x200' pole tent top (8-sections), 112-side poles, 2-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 16-18' quarter poles and 116-42" stakes Shipping weight = 6178 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x220' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x220' pole tent top (9-sections), 112-side poles, 2-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 16-18' quarter poles and 116-42" stakes Shipping weight = 6178 LBS (excluding sidewalls)
80'x240' Ohenry Pole Tent!

80'x240' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x240' pole tent top (10-sections), 120-side poles, 9-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 18-18' quarter poles and 124-42" stakes
Shipping weight = 6717 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x260' Ohenry Pole Tent!

80'x260' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x260' pole tent top (11-sections), 128-side poles, 10-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 20-18' quarter poles and 132-42" stakes
Shipping weight = 7256 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x280' Ohenry Pole Tent!

80'x280' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x280' pole tent top (12-sections), 136-side poles, 11-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 22-18' quarter poles and 140-42" stakes
Shipping weight = 7795 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

80'x300' Ohenry Pole Tent!

80'x300' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 80'x300' pole tent top (13-sections), 144-side poles, 12-24' center poles, 4-16' Quarter poles, 24-18' quarter poles and 148-42" stakes
Shipping weight = 8384 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x100' Pole Tent!

100'x100' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x100' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections), 78-side poles, 1-30' center pole, 8-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 84-42"x1&1/8” stakes. Shipping weight = 4213 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x130' Pole Tent!

100'x130' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x130' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 2-1/2 middle sections), 92-side poles, 2-30' center pole, 12-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 96-42"x1&1/8” stakes. Shipping weight = 5323 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x160' Pole Tent!

100'x160' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x160' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 4-1/2 middle sections), 104-side poles, 3-30' center pole, 16-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 108-42"x1&1/8” stakes. Shipping weight = 6598 LBS (excluding sidewalls)
100'x190' Pole Tent!
100'x190' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x190' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 6-1/2 middle sections), 116-side poles, 4-30' center pole, 20-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 120-42"x1&1/8" stakes. Shipping weight = 7708 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x220' Pole Tent!
100'x220' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x220' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 8-1/2 middle sections), 128-side poles, 5-30' center pole, 24-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 132-42"x1&1/8" stakes. Shipping weight = 8818 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x250' Pole Tent!
100'x250' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x250' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 10-1/2 middle sections), 140-side poles, 6-30' center pole, 28-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 144-42"x1&1/8" stakes. Shipping weight = 10093 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x280' Pole Tent!
100'x280' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x280' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 12-1/2 middle sections), 152-side poles, 7-30' center pole, 32-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 156-42"x1&1/8" stakes. Shipping weight = 11203 LBS (excluding sidewalls)

100'x310' Pole Tent!
100'x310' Top & hardware kit (no walls). Kit includes: 100'x310' pole tent top (4-1/2 end sections + 14-1/2 middle sections), 164-side poles, 8-30' center pole, 36-21' Quarter poles, 4-12' quarter poles and 168-42"x1&1/8" stakes. Shipping weight = 12478 LBS (excluding sidewalls)